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1 Abstract
This project proposes a solution to the problem of maintaining the infrastructure of bridges and other
structures. New designs and technologies allow bridges to be built higher, reach longer, and span a
river, valley or sea that were deemed impossible to cross before. This creates hazardous environments
that are hard for humans to reach, making the labour intensive inspection and maintenance process
ineffective. Such hazardous inspection and maintenance environments are not limited to bridges and
exist across all forms of critical infrastructure. However, this task may have the potential to be done by
autonomous systems. In this project we aim to create a coordinated aerial swarm system to inspect the
cracks in the bridge structures, improving the monitoring coverage and efficiency. With strict constraints
of the environments and mutual interference, the development of such multi-UAV system for bridge
inspection is challenging. We have achieved the following objectives of the project: Agile coordination
and collision avoidance for aerial swarms (WP1); Image based bridge defect detection and assessment
(WP2); System integration and validation (WP3).
2 Main Text
2.1 Background
We reviewed related works describing the main ideas used in this project which covers Convolutional
Neural Networks, Active Contours and image processing used in the field of crack detection. Crack
detection is a widely researched process to identify cracks in different structures and surfaces using a
variety of techniques. It is a vital check to ensure that a structure is maintained and continues to be safe;
but it suffers from difficulties with the lighting or noise in an image. Some of the techniques used in crack
detection that were the most relevant to this project are reviewed. We also review a few sources that
examine aerial vehicle systems to detect cracks in infrastructure.
2.1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a form of neural networks used in machine learning that can
be used for image analysis and are known for semantic segmentation [1]. They are based on biological
processes [2, 3] as the structure of neural networks resembles the arrangement of neurons in a brain.
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CNNs have already been used in crack detection for their powerful ability to classify different images
or parts of an image. CrackNet [4] uses a unique CNN where it has no pooling layers to retain the
images size throughout training and has a high F-score value over 200 images. In [5] they use a CNN
without any image processing techniques to classify regions of an image. This CNN configuration was
used in this project and comes from a Github repository that implements it [6].
2.1.2 Active Contours
Active Contours (ACs) is a framework model in computer vision first introduced by Kass at. al [7].
They are sometimes referred to as snakes that deform according to an energy minimising function
and can be used for edge detection, segmentation and shape recognition. Geodesic active contour
(GAC) [8, 9] is an AC that utilises the idea of Euclidean curve shortening evolution. The snakes will
evolve until they reach a threshold. A version of AC to emerge is Adaptive Active Contours, whereby the
tuning of vital parameters are automatically adjusted in the algorithm [10, 11] or using an optimisation
procedure [12] or using a weight matrix to force the curve evolution [13]. This was not obtainable in
this project but is why several thresholding methods were looked at to compare values of the threshold.
An implementation in [14] combines the AC model with support vector machines to eliminate noise.
Morphological Snakes discussed in [15] are related to ACs but they use morphological operations such
as dilation and erosion [16] instead of solving PDEs. Python has the image processing library scikit-
image [17] that uses morphological snakes with GAC to identify contours in noisy images, providing they
are pre-processed using for example an inverted gaussian filter.
We wanted to combine the power of CNNs with the edge detection abilities of the ACs which has
been recognised as efficient and accurate [18–20]. They use the CNN and AC in parallel unlike our
proposed solution which uses the CNN and AC seperately.
2.1.3 Image Processing
Image Processing techniques [21, 22] are used in a wide variety of fields of research but are very
important in computer vision as real images are not perfect to identify shapes or objects, they contain
noise or artefacts that we need to remove in order to work with the images. The technique of most
interest is Morphological Operations [16], they are simple operations such as dilation and erosion that
can be used to expand or contract an image.
2.1.4 Aerial Vehicle Systems
This project is most similar to the system in [23] where they use SLAM for localisation and environment
mapping as in [24, 25]. They use a Parrot AR 2.0 drone to capture data about a structure and use the
optical metrology system TRITOP to perform deformation measurements on the data. In [26] a system
of Micro-Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) is used with on board computer vision capabilities.
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2.2 Proposed Solution
Our proposed solution comprises of 4 stages: working with the real drones, training the CNN, processing
the CNN output and using ACs.
2.2.1 Drones
We wanted to create a coordinated aerial swarm system to inspect cracks in bridge structures, this
is made challenging by environment constraints and mutual interference. The swarm of quadrotors
need to perform agile coordination to find goal locations that would correspond to the bridge cracks,
meanwhile be preventing collisions between the quadrotors and obstacles in the environment such as
the bridge. To address the coordination problem, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [27] with
a centralised strategy will be adapted to coordinate the quadrotors to locate the goal locations. The
PSO algorithm optimizes a computational problem by iteratively analysing a population of candidate
solutions, represented as particles, and moving these particles around in a search-space. Each particle’s
movement is influenced by its local best-known position and also the global best-known positions in
the searchspace that are updated by all the particles. This simple but effective algorithm is expected
to guide the swarm toward the best solutions. However, the PSO algorithm is not appropriate to be
directly implemented to aerial swarm robots since the algorithm does not take the collisions of entities
(particles) into consideration. To tackle the collision problem and constrain the quadrotors to operate at
a safe distance, a force field is proposed to transform PSO into an algorithm, called Force Field Particle
Swarm Optimisation (FFPSO), that could be applied to physical robots. This algorithm uses PSO with an
adjusted velocity update using an additional force field component to help avoid collisions with the other
drones in the swarm. This makes the velocity update retain its simplicity and computational efficiency
while the drones explore the space. As the drones have an upward force from flying, they each create
a downward air current from their motors. This can be a big issue for the drones as the force is strong
enough to direct another drone off its course, flip them upside down and cause crashes. To combat
this, the particle vector field of the PSO algorithm is needed to be extended above and below the drone
(particle) with a cone shape mimicking the force field. The proposed FFPSO algorithm has been tested
and validated in the ARGoS simulator [28] and implemented in a swarm of Crazyflie 2.0s (CF).
Since the CFs were successfully integrated with the FFPSO algorithm then we wanted to use FFPSO
with bigger quadrotors such as the Parrot Bebop 2 [29] drones; since they are lightweight, stable and
have cameras to record images and video. First testing had to be done with the drones to make sure
they were suitable for the algorithm. Testing footage of a bridge was taken manually to help assess the
environment of the bridge and get real data on the bridge. Snapshots can be seen in Figure 48 in our
Conclusions section.
2.2.2 Convolutional Neural Network
We wanted to use CNNs to be able to classify the data we collected from the bridge so similar sample
data was used to train the CNN. The CNN has the structure as in [5], and comes from the Github
repository in [6]. They construct their CNN using Python as their programming language with libraries
such as Tensorflow and OpenCV. The CNN is trained on data which for this project we used three
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datasets: one provided in the Github repository (theirs), one obtained from pavements in Leeds (ours)
and one that uses a combination of images from the two former datasets (combined). The data is cut
into smaller regions to give not just more training data but so that it can identify a smaller rectangular
region as a crack, making classifying more accurate. After it is trained it can be ran using new images
as inputs and it produces output images showing the regions of the image where it has identified cracks.
It does this by simply taking the class predictions and transforms a copy of the image to only contain the
image regions that have the class prediction crack. In all other regions the image is erased and so is left
black and we get out an image of just the crack regions. An example of the original images can be seen
in Figure 1 with relevant output images that have no post image processing in Figure 2.
The dataset that they used seemed to be not diverse enough to use with our dataset images as the
pavement surfaces in our data are more coarse and of different material to the majority of the cracks
used in their data. By using some training images from our data as well as their dataset, this gave a
more representative output of cracks such as ours. Using the combination of the datasets gave different
results shown in a sample of the output images in Figure 4, than just using our data, shown in Figure 3
or just their data shown in Figure 2.
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Original crack images from our dataset. (a) shows the first crack; (b) shows the second crack.
2.3 Morphological Dilation
As previously mentioned work was done on post processing the output images from the CNN, two
different filters were used to dilate the images, a 2x2 filter and 3x3 filter, which are filters of the relevant
sizes containing all 1s.
The output of the CNN was dilated to open the image out more so that when used with active
contours the image had less small enclosed areas, so the resulting active contour is more focused. To
use the morphological operation dilation as mentioned in [16], a filter is slid over an image and in our
case we use the images predicted class (predicted class value is 0 for crack, 1 for non crack). For each
region we have 0 we expand the area according to the filter, it is either expanded to a 2x2 region or a
3x3 region. Figure 5 and 6 show the 2x2 filter and 3x3 filter respectively applied to the original output
images Figures 2a and 2b from the CNN trained with their data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: Output of crack images from the CNN trained using their data. (a) shows the first crack; (b)
shows the second crack.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Output of crack images from the CNN trained using our data. (a) shows the first crack; (b)
shows the second crack.
2.4 Active Contours
Active contours were used to enhance the visuals of the output images as they highlight any edges or
contours in an image, this way the real cracks could be more easily identified in the regions where the
CNN identified cracks. The cracks wanted to be more noticeable and to do this active contours known
as Morphological Snakes [7, 11, 12, 15, 30, 31]. Using Morphological Snakes on the images such as in
Figure 2a and 2b is a good way to define the cracks, but it works better on less noisy images such as
the former figure.
The project utilises functions from [17] given about Morphological Snakes, and they are used to
apply active contours to the original crack images in Figure 1a and 1b. We use the MorphGAC method
that uses Geodesic Active Contours [8] as it is suitable for images with visible contours, wven when the
contours might be noisy. However it requires that the image is pre-processed to highlight the contours
and recommends using a method that uses an inverted gaussian gradient.
The active contours rely heavily on what values of three parameters are given when using the
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: Output of crack images from the CNN trained using the combined data. (a) shows the first
crack; (b) shows the second crack.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Crack images after using the 2x2 filter. (a) shows the first crack; (b) shows the second crack.
Geodesic Active Contours: standard deviation (sigma), threshold and balloon.
As the images need to be pre-processed we use a form of gaussian filter that uses an inverse
gaussian distribution [32, 33] which uses sigma which allows more or less variance around the mean
when it is large or small. We use a relatively large sigma as the is a large distribution of values in the
images.
The threshold value is closely correlated to the pixel values in the image and their distribution, since it
is the threshold to determine where the active contour finds an edge. There are various methods for find-
ing the threshold value, with varying results. The different results of using different thresholding methods
can be seen in the experiments for our two images using the different trained CNNs and different initial
level sets.
The balloon value determines whether the active contour snakes either contract or expand when
evolving; a negative number means they contract while a positive number means that they expand. For
our images since we use an initial level set that is outside the cracks then we need a negative number
and -1 is commonly used.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6: Crack images after using the 3x3 filter. (a) shows the first crack; (b) shows the second crack.
2.5 Impact for a Digital Built Britain
The fast developments in flying unmanned drones and the associated fields of sensors, e.g., cameras,
make the inaccessible or difficult-to-access areas (especially the high parts) of bridge structures ac-
cessible. Attempts to inspect bridge infrastructure using flying robots have been made in recent years,
for example by the European H2020 Industrial Leadership project AEROBI (AErial RObotic System for
In-Depth Bridge Inspection by Contact)1. Most such attempts have been focusing on improving the
functionalities of the aerial robotic systems, for instance, adding a specialised multi-joint arm to a drone.
However, performing a complex task like inspecting an entire bridge normally would be not possible for
a single flying robot, as the coverage is limited by the battery power the robot carries on board. A further
challenge occurs when the space you need to inspect is small or confined, which again could render
traditional drones ineffective. A more effective solution would be to use a swarm of small aerial robots
that can cooperate with each other to achieve a cohesive set of goals much more effectively. It has been
experimentally demonstrated that a swarm of aerial robots working collaboratively will be more efficient
and flexible than a single robot working alone [34]. This project was intended to create a coordinated
aerial swarm system of Parrot drones to inspect the cracks in bridge structures. Since they are small,
agile and have a long flight time they could greatly improve the monitoring coverage and efficiency of
surveying a bridge structure.
Significant progress has been made on the digital transformation of the built environment since the
2011 UK Government Construction Strategy, however, this progress has almost entirely been made on
new built assets where the digital asset is created at the same time as the physical asset. The capture
and utilisation of digital assets for as-built assets significantly lags behind. Yet 70-80% of the buildings
and assets the UK will need by 2050 already exist2.
The CDBB mission around commercial competitiveness and productivity, as well as citizen quality of
life and well-being, will be severely compromised unless we can effectively create digital assets of the
as-built UK infrastructure. This project is aimed at the development and validation of the prototype of
1https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/199152/en
2Royal Academy of Engineers, 2010. Engineering a low carbon built environment: The discipline of Building Engineering
Physics. https://www.raeng.org.uk/publications/reports/engineering-a-low-carbon-built-environment
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an innovative and intelligent aerial swarm robotic system for accurate inspection of reinforced concrete
bridges (but is equally applicable to other hazardous or confined spaces where inspection is challenging)
featuring a coordination strategy, inspection speed and reliability. It has developed and demonstrated
practical insights that will enable the exploitation of new and emerging swarm robotics technologies, and
collect and analyse the data of built environments, i.e., bridge structures. As part of this project we intend
to create a bridge inspection system without interfering with traffic or endangering human inspectors.
Commercialisation of the research is a strong possibility. More importantly, the project targets to monitor
the structural integrity of bridges and flag any potential issues, helping to avoid the tragedies like the
Morandi bridge collapse3.
The project is interdisciplinary and generates great impact for a Digital Built Britain, in the aspects
including but not limited to:
1. It has explored the social implications of a digital built Britain for health and well-being. The project
aims to develop an autonomous system using digital technologies (robotics, AI and data analysis)
for monitoring the health of bridges and other structures, which contributes to guarantee the safety
and well-being of the people of Britain. The development and dissemination of the project will
reassure the public about the health of the bridge infrastructures as well as develop preventative
and predictable maintenance strategies.
2. It has explored the implications of a digital built Britain for mobility and transport. Bridges are im-
portant links in modern society creating crossings between countries, cities and regions. They lead
traffic over rivers, seas or urban streets enhancing mobility and transport, which places great de-
mand on safety, function and operability of bridges. The project creates a bridge inspection system
that ensures the safety and structural integrity of bridges. It contributes to avoiding personnel and
economic losses due to collapses of bridges lack of inspection and monitoring. The development
of autonomous inspection system also does not interfere with traffic, further improving the mobility
and transport.
3. It has explored the exploitation of existing or emerging tools, technologies and techniques and their
role in delivering a digital built Britain. This project makes use of the emerging digital technolo-
gies, i.e., swarm robotics, embedded systems, UAV technologies, Artificial Intelligence algorithms,
computer vision techniques, machine learning and deep learning methods, control and system
integration, to achieve delivering a feasibility study of the digital built Britain.
4. It has explored ways to leverage data and information to deliver a digital built Britain. The project
not only creates on-the-fly processing technologies but also collects real world data of bridge
structures, e.g., the data generated on the drones during the inspection of the bridges. To generate
greater impact of the research to be conducted in this work and benefit the research community,
the dataset and the source code will be made public so that researchers can access the data to
investigate the bridge monitoring and assessment.
5. It has explored the commercial challenges and opportunities of a digital built Britain. Bridges
have been being built as important links across the world, therefore, there is a big global market
3https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-48790056
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to continuously monitor the structural soundness of these bridges. The developed aerial swarm
system has a strong possibility to be commercialised and can be deployed to accomplish such
tasks.
In addition, the work conducted in the project will be applied to several areas of interest for a Digital
Built Britain:
1. Society. The project contributes to the harmony and stability of the society by avoiding personnel
and economic losses caused by bridge collapses due to lack of inspection and monitoring, like the
one happened to the Morandi bridge.
2. Digital. Digital technologies have been developed in this project, i.e., aerial swarm coordina-
tion, crack detection and classification, and optimisation algorithms. The state-of-the-art research
and technological tools have also be applied to the project, e.g., swarm robotics simulators, UAV
platforms, embedded systems, computer vision techniques, machine learning and deep learning
methods, control and system integration.
3. Construction. The project has developed and demonstrated practical insights into the design,
construction, monitoring and maintenance of the city infrastructures, i.e., bridges in this particular
case.
4. Complex integrated systems. An integrated aerial swarm system has been developed for crack
detection of bridge structures. The developed algorithms and methodologies will be beneficial to
different applications and the integrated system has a strong possibility to be commercialised.
5. Data and information. The real-world data of bridge structures have been collected for the in-
depth research of bridge monitoring and assessment. The dataset and the source code will be
made public so that researchers can access the data to investigate the bridge monitoring and
assessment to generate greater impact.
3 Conclusions
3.1 Expected Outcome/Experimental Results
The expected outcome of analysing the trained CNNs would be that the training set with the combination
of data would improve the accuracy of the CNN to find cracks in images. Another prediction would be
that in a region where the cracks were not detected very well, dilation of the image output would help
the detection of cracks.
Various testing was done for each of the three trained CNNs. For the two images 1 and 2 they were
passed into the CNN to classify each image region if it is crack or non-crack, which gives the resulting
output images where if a region is classed as non-crack then that section of the image is blacked out.
This was done with no post processing to produce the original output images, as well as additional
images where the original images were processed using dilation with a 2x2 filter. Both of the images
were used with ACs to identify the cracks more precisely so that they could be more easily seen, and
the output images would be used as the initial level set to be the outer boundary of the detected cracks.
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There are a few tuneable parameters for the AC but the most interesting and focused on one was the
threshold value; this is the value used by the AC to determine when it has identified an edge in the
image, and so evolution stops. Therefore three different threshold values were evaluated using the three
thresholding methods: Minimum, Otsu and Yen which are different depending on the image and were
used since they were the best results for the types of images were using. A look at all the thresholding
methods the library has can be seen in Figure 7 and 8. Below shows the results with the three trained
CNNs.
Both of the improved initial sets in all CNNs show good accuracy to find the edges of the cracks.
Image 1 suits thresholds of lower values since it does not contain a crack and so the Minimum and Yen
results are best. Dilation only hinders the progress of the AC since there is a limited amount of iterations
we can do quickly and so when the image output is dilated we get an outcome similar to when we use
the original level set of the images edges. Whereas image 2 does contain a crack so its threshold is best
when it is higher as in the Otsu results, so that it stops evolution at the cracks. Dilation helps to connect
regions that are part of a continuous crack but are disjointed in the output image, so this way the ACs
can find longer portions of the cracks. The AC results ultimately depend on the accuracy of the CNN, if
it is not accurate then neither will the ACs.
3.1.1 CNN Trained With Their Dataset
First image 1 was used with ACs using the original image (Figure 2a) as the initial level set.
Then image 1 was used with ACs using the dilated image (Figure 5a) as the initial level set.
The same was done for image 2.
Overall the initial level set for image 1 is very noisy and contains a lot of false positive results for
regions of the image, this is why it does not perform well using the AC, as they need very accurate initial
level sets. It still performs well for Minimum and yen thresholds and almost reduce the contours to 0.
Dilation does not help image one since it only magnifies the false positive results. It works better for
image 2 as its shape is similar to the other CNNs.
3.1.2 CNN Trained With Our Dataset
First image 1 was used with ACs using the original image (Figure 3a) as the initial level set.
Then image 1 was used with ACs using the dilated image (Figure 5a) as the initial level set.
The same was done for image 2.
Image 1 shows very little contours for all thresholding methods, even resolving to 0 for Minimum and
Yen, which is what was expected since there are no cracks in this image. The dilation made no impact
on Minimum and Yen which shows these thresholds are robust. For image 2 the best threshold is the
Otsu one as it finds the most of the cracks in the image and within the level sets.
3.1.3 CNN Trained With the Combined Dataset
First image 1 was used with ACs using the original image (Figure 4a) as the initial level set.
Then image 1 was used with ACs using the dilated image (Figure 5a) as the initial level set.
The same was done for image 2.
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The output images of the combined dataset were very similar to the results of the dataset using our
data, but the result with the combined data has a bit more detail and covers more regions with crack
classifications. Therefore the AC results are very similar but here we have more crack definition from
using the Yen threshold, and the overall ACs is more connected.
3.1.4 Active Contours
Some small tests were done on the two crack images to show the difference of the initial level set. For
all of the tests the smoothness was set to 4, the threshold value is the Otsu threshold of the image and
the balloon value is -1.
First the images borders were used as the initial level set, as this can be used for images but is more
suited when the edges are well defined and are are easily distinguished from the background. Figure 45
shows the results for both images, the first image shows uniform evolution on most sides of the image
as there are no cracks in the image. However there are a few areas where the snakes catch the coarser
parts of the pavement. Whereas with the second image we have some of the cracks defined where they
are close to the edge, because the snakes find edges here.
In order for active contours to work correctly in a reasonable amount of time, the initial level set
needs to be close to the features of interest. To do this the initial level set is initialised as the border of
the corresponding output image from the CNN. This works very well for the less noisy image in Figure
1b as seen in Figure 46 but can lead to unsatisfactory results for more noisy images such as in Figure
1a.
Figure 47 shows how the difference of the threshold can give, this value determines when the active
contours find a border, the contour evolution will stop in these areas. The values are arbitrary just to
illustrate the difference the threshold value has.
3.1.5 Metric Evaluation
After training the CNN using the different datasets their image outputs were evaluated using two different
evaluation metrics: Intersection over Union (IoU) and F1-score.
The F1-score is the harmonic average of the precision and recall for binary classification and is a
measure of accuracy. To compute the F1-score we use formulas 1, 2 and 3 below:
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
(1)
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(2)
F1 =
2 ⇤ Precision ⇤Recall
Precision+Recall
(3)
where TP is the number of true positives, FP is the number of false positives and FN is the number
of false negatives as shown in Table 1.
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Predicted Class
Actual Class
1 0
1 TP FN
0 FP TN
Table 1: Table showing class outcomes comparing the actual class that comes from the ground truth
values and the predicted class from the CNN.
The IoU shows the ratio of the overlap and union of two objects, in our case this is the image output
given by the CNN and the ground truth values.
These values can depend on what class we care showing to be positive, in the majority case we are
looking at the class crack being positive since this is what we want to detect, but in images that do not
have cracks this we focus on the non-crack being positive, this way the area of overlap is not 0.
Tables 2 and 3 below show the different F1-score and IoU values of the differently trained CNNs
on the two images 1 and 2 and their respective dilated images. Table 2 shows that for image 1 the
CNNs original image output has a higher F1-score and IoU value when compared to when it is dilated
shown in bold. Highlighted in blue is the highest of the scores in bold for F1-score and IoU, and are both
achieved by the CNN trained by the dataset contained by our own dataset, this is probably due to image
1 coming from our whole dataset, but it is worth noting that the value for the combined data is very close
to the highest, while the dataset with only their data was much lower. Table 3 shows that for image 2 the
CNNs dilated image output has a higher F1-score and IoU value when compared to the original image
shown in bold. Highlighted in blue is the highest of the scores in bold for F1-score and IoU, and are both
achieved by the CNN trained by the dataset containing only their data, but these values are very close
to the values obtained when trained with the combined dataset. Since image 1 does not have a visible
crack and image 2 does, then image 1 has to look at the IoU with respect to the non-crack regions, and
image 2 looks at the IoU in respect to the crack regions, although image 2 shows a similar pattern in
regards to those values.
With these results the CNN trained on the combined dataset has a greater average accuracy, com-
pared to the other trainings, and is not the worst in either image case.
CNN Training Dataset Image F1-score
IoU (with respect to)
Crack Non-crack
theirs
1 0.520 0 0.520
1 (dilated) 0.139 0 0.139
ours
1 0.987 0 0.987
1 (dilated) 0.954 0 0.954
both
1 0.966 0 0.966
1 (dilated) 0.886 0 0.886
Table 2: Table showing class outcomes comparing the actual class that comes from the ground truth
values and the predicted class from the CNN.
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CNN Training Dataset Image F1-score
IoU (with respect to)
Crack Non-crack
theirs
2 0.813 0.321 0.794
2 (dilated) 0.859 0.559 0.828
ours
2 0.771 0.168 0.759
2 (dilated) 0.834 0.410 0.812
both
2 0.808 0.311 0.790
2 (dilated) 0.851 0.533 0.820
Table 3: Table showing class outcomes comparing the actual class that comes from the ground truth
values and the predicted class from the CNN.
3.1.6 Bridge Data Collecting
A parrot drone was used to take visual footage of a bridge in Liverpool in the UK. Figure 48 shows a
view of the whole bridge while Figure 49 shows a close up of the bridges concrete structure.
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Figure 7: The different image outputs for using different thresholding methods used by the skimage
library on image 1.
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Figure 8: The different image outputs for using different thresholding methods used by the skimage
library on image 2.
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Figure 9: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Minimum method.
Figure 10: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Otsu method.
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Figure 11: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Yen method.
Figure 12: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Minimum method.
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Figure 13: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Otsu method.
Figure 14: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Yen method.
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Figure 15: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Minimum method.
Figure 16: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Otsu method.
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Figure 17: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Yen method.
Figure 18: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Minimum method.
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Figure 19: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Otsu method.
Figure 20: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Yen method.
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Figure 21: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Minimum method.
Figure 22: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Otsu method.
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Figure 23: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Yen method.
Figure 24: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Minimum method.
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Figure 25: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Otsu method.
Figure 26: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Yen method.
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Figure 27: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Minimum method.
Figure 28: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Otsu method.
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Figure 29: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Yen method.
Figure 30: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Minimum method.
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Figure 31: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Otsu method.
Figure 32: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Yen method.
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Figure 33: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Minimum method.
Figure 34: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Otsu method.
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Figure 35: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Yen method.
Figure 36: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Minimum method.
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Figure 37: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Otsu method.
Figure 38: Image 1 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Yen method.
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Figure 39: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Minimum method.
Figure 40: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Otsu method.
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Figure 41: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the initial level set shown by the green line and with a
threshold value using the Yen method.
Figure 42: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Minimum method.
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Figure 43: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Otsu method.
Figure 44: Image 2 with AC acting on it with the dilated image as the initial level set shown by the green
line and with a threshold value using the Yen method.
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Figure 45: Morphological Snakes on the two original crack images using the original initial level set.
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Figure 46: Morphological Snakes on the two original crack images using the initial level set as the output
image obtained by the CNN.
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Figure 47: Morphological Snakes on the second crack image using the initial level set as the output
image obtained by the CNN and using a threshold value of 0.7 and 0.8 respectively.
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Figure 48: Snapshot of a real bridge taken by drone footage.
Figure 49: Snapshot of a real bridge, showing the concrete structure.
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